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ABSTRACT

Modern cognitive experiments in functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) involve the repetition of the same paradigm
over several short sessions (or runs) since long fMRI acquisitions
usually place the subject in an uncomfortable situation and generate
motion artifacts. Also, shorter sessions enable to better control the
subject’s cognitive state and guarantee his attention during task. The
Joint Detection-Estimation (JDE) framework which aims at detecting evoked activity and estimating hemodynamic responses jointly,
has been developed so far to treat each session independently and
then build average contrasts of interest as already done in other packages (SPM, FSL). Here, we extend JDE to the multi-session context
by proposing a new hierarchical Bayesian modeling including an
additional layer to describe the link between session-specific and
mean evoked activity. In contrast, the HRF shape to be estimated
in each region is assumed constant across sessions. Our results on
simulated and real multi-session datasets show that the proposed
extension outperforms its ancestor both in terms of activated areas
and HRF recovery.
Index Terms— Brain activity, hemodynamics, JDE, fMRI,
Bayesian inference, multisession
1. INTRODUCTION
In the context of fMRI data analyses, the present paper is a contribution to encoding methods. In such studies, two main concerns arise
at the subject-level analysis: (i) a precise localization of evoked brain
activity elicited by sensorimotor or cognitive tasks, and (ii) a robust
estimation of the underlying hemodynamic response associated with
these activations. Since these two steps are inherently linked, the
Joint Detection-Estimation (JDE) approach [1, 2], has been proposed
to face these issues in a coordinated formalism. This approach performs a multivariate inference for both detection and estimation. It
makes use of a regional bilinear generative model of the BOLD response and constrains parameter estimation by physiological priors
using temporal and spatial information in a Markovian model. The
efficiency and usefulness of this approach has been validated at the
group level in [3] considering single-session datasets.
So far, the JDE framework has been developed for single session (SS-JDE) fMRI datasets. However, neuroscientists most often
optimize their paradigm so as to make each session short enough in
order to limit subject’s movements and maintain volonteer’s attention/cooperation at a high level. As a consequence, the experiment
can be repeated along four to eight sessions. A basic idea to process
a multi-session dataset using the standard JDE methodology consists
of iterating over each session independently and then averaging activation maps and Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF) estimates

afterwards. Hemodynamic fluctuations have been studied in depth
since the last decade [4], revealing that between-session variability
of the HRF shape can be neglected in comparison with the betweenregion and between-subject variance components. In [8] for example, although the response has been found variable accross sessions
for voxels not activated in all sessions, most activated voxels have a
quite stable hemodynamic response. Hence, it makes sense to consider a fixed effect HRF model across sessions by pulling all fMRI
time series acquired over the different runs and searching for a single
HRF shape. Also, complementary studies have highlighted the potentially strong between-session variability of activation levels in a
given subject [5, 6] suggesting the importance of modeling this variance component through for instance a random effect model across
sessions.
The aim of this paper is to propose a multi-session extension of
the JDE approach [1] that embeds all the above mentioned features
in order to recover robust region-based HRF estimates and reliable
activation maps irrespective of the noise level fluctuations that arise
across sessions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the BOLD signal model involved in the standard JDE
framework before considering its extension to the multi-session
case (named MS-JDE model). The bayesian inference carried out
to estimate the variables is then briefly summarized in Section 3.
Section 4 is devoted to results on simulated and real multi-session
datasets. In particular, we compare our method with the standard
single-session approach in terms of detection activation performance
and HRF estimation robustness and show typical actual situations in
which the proposed multi-session scheme outperforms its ancestor.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. MULTI-SESSION JDE) MODELING
2.1. Single-session Joint-Detection Estimation framework
The JDE model relies on a prior parcellation of fMRI data into
(Pγ )γ=1:Γ functionally homogeneous parcels, deriving from a spatially constrained hierarchical clustering of functional features extracted via a classical GLM analysis [7] (usually, Γ is close to 500).
At voxel j ∈ Pγ with |Pγ | = Jγ , the fMRI time series yj
is measured at times (tn )n=1:N where tn = nTR, N being the
number of scans and TR the time of repetition. In a single-session
context [1], the BOLD signal is modelled in a given parcel Pγ as
follows:
∀ j ∈ Pγ ,

yj =

M
X
m=1

m
am
j X hγ + P ℓ j + b j .

(1)

The unknown HRF shape hγ is constant within parcel Pγ but
the NRLs am
j , which model the magnitude of activation, may
vary in space and across stimulus types or experimental conditions. We denote the NRLs as A = {am , m = 1 : M } with
m
a m = am
j , j ∈ P , aj being the effect size at voxel j for condition m. Each NRL is assumed to be in one of I groups specified
by activation class
assignment variables Q = {q m , m = 1 : M }

where q m = qjm , j ∈ P and qjm represents the activation class
at voxel j for condition m. We consider here two classes, for activated (i = 2) and non-activated (i = 1) voxels. X m denotes the
n−d∆t
N × (D + 1) binary matrix Xm = {xm
, n = 1 . . . N, d =
0 . . . D} that provides information on the stimulus occurrences for
the mth experimental condition. ∆t < T R being the sampling
period
HRFs. Vector hγ ∈ RD+1 . Finally, matrix
 of the unknown

P = p1 , . . . , pO of size N × O comprises the values at times tn
of an orthonormal basis (i.e., P t P = IO ) consisting of O functions
po = (po,tn )t that take a potential drift and any other nuisance effect (eg. motion parameters) into account. Vector ℓj = (lo,j )t16o6O
contains the corresponding unknown regression coefficients in Vj .
For the sake of simplicity, a white noise bj ∼ N (0, σj2 IN ) is
considered here in all JDE formulations.
2.2. The JDE multi-session extension
BOLD signal modeling Model (1) is extended to account for different activation amplitudes across sessions. Let s denote the session index and As = {am,s , m= 1 : M, s = 1 : S} the sessiondependent NRLs with am,s = am,s
, j ∈ P . In contrast, in a
j
given parcel, the HRF shape hγ representing the vascular component of the BOLD signal, is assumed constant over all sessions.
In addition, as the noise level may fluctuate, session-specific
2
noise variances σj,s
are introduced. Since the physiological factors and motion may fluctuate across sessions, the counfound coefficients
are also session-dependent and they are denoted by Ls =
 s
ℓj , j ∈ P . The link to the observed BOLD data is thus specified
via the following BOLD signal model:
∀ j ∈ Pγ , ∀ s,

yjs =

M
X

am,s
X m,s hγ + P ℓsj + bsj ,
j

(2)

m=1
2
where bsj ∼ N (0, σj,s
INs ) and s = 1 : S. Without loss of generality, we can assume that X m,s = X m ∀s, because except in selfpaced designs, most often the experimental design remains constant
over sessions. In what follows, the number of scans is assumed constant over sessions: Ns = N, ∀s, again without loss ofgenerality.
Let us denote Y = {Y s , s = 1 : S} with Y s = yjs , j ∈ P
the fMRI time-series acquired during session s and A = {As } , L =
{Ls } the sets of NRLs and drifts pulled over sessions. Let us also
2
introduce Σ = {σ s , s = 1 : S} with σ s = (σj,s
)1≤j≤Jγ the noise
variances for session s. Then, given Eq. (2), the likelihood factorizes
over sessions The likelihood for session s reads:
Jγ
Y
s
s
s
s
2 
−N
p(Y | A , Hγ ; L , σ )∝
exp −(ȳjs )t ȳjs /2σj,s
σj,s

with ȳjs = yjs − P s ℓsj −

j=1
PM
m,s
m=1 aj Xm .

Fig. 1. Directed acyclic graph describing the links between latent
and observed variables involved in the MS-JDE approach for a given
parcel Pγ comprising Jγ voxels. Circles and squares indicate random variables and model parameters, respectively. Observed variables and fixed parameters are shaded. Plates represent multiple
similar nodes with their number given in the plate.

ǫs where ǫs are independent and identically distributed: ǫs ∼
N (0, va IJγ ), ∀s. Notice that for the sake of simplicity, variance
va > 0 is supposed constant in space and over conditions, what
could not be systematically fulfilled in complex paradigms.
Suppose now that the average NRLs Ā act as A in the single
session context. Following [1], the variables are supposed
indepenQ
dent across experimental conditions: p(Ā | θ Ā ) = m p(ām | θ m )
and a spatially adaptive mixture model is introduced on every ām
through a hidden Markov model on allocation variables p(q m | βm ),
in order to segregate non-activated voxels from activated ones.
Hence, the prior p(ām | θm ) reads:
Jγ
X Y

m
m
p(ām | θ m ) =
p(ām
j | qj , θ m ) p(q | βm )
q m j=1
m
with (ām
j | qj = i, θ m ) ∼ N (µim , vim ) the Gaussian densities associated with the mixture on ām and θ m = {v1m , µ2m , v2m , βm }.
For non-activating voxels (i = 1), we actually set µ1m = 0, ∀m.
Finally, we get for the NRLs: Y
,
p(As | Ā, va )p(Ā | θ Ā )
p(A, Ā | θ Ā , va ) =
s

with (As | Ā, va ) ∼ N (0, va IM ×Jγ ).
The other variables (Hγ , L, Σ) of the multi-session model
have the same priors as those involved
in the single session one.
Q
s
s
Note however that p(L | vℓ ) =
s p(L | vℓ ) with (L | vℓ ) ∼
N (0, vℓ IO×Jγ ) and vℓ ) > 0. We refer the reader to [1] for details
but illustrate on Fig. 1 the dependencies between latent and observed
variables involved in the MS-JDE extension.
3. BAYESIAN INFERENCE
Let us denote Θ the set of all hyperparameters related to our variables A, Ā Hγ , L and the noise. Bayesian inference is thus based
upon the following joint posterior distribution:
p(A, Ā, Hγ , L, Θ | Y) = p(Y | A, Hγ , L, Σ)

New hierarchical model and NRL priors To model the link
between session-dependent and mean NRLs, an additional layer
in the hierarchical JDE prior model [1] is introduced. Let Ā =
{ām , m = 1 : M } be the average activity across sessions with
m,s
ām = ām
= ām +
j , j = 1 : Jγ . We assume that ∀s, a

p(A, Ā | va , θ Ā )p(Hγ | vh )p(L | vℓ )


Π p(σs ) p(θĀ )p(vh )p(vℓ )p(va ) (3)
s

Each variable x is sampled using a hybrid Metropolis-Gibbs

4. RESULTS
4.1. Artificial data
The following validation on artificial data aims at evaluating the
gain in robustness of the multi-session JDE model compared to the
single-session formulation. Four sessions data were generated with
a varying amount of noise. The first two sessions have a low SNR
comparable to the usual SNR encountered in real data and the other
two reprsent bad quality data with a very high noise variance. These
over-degraded sessions correspond to an extreme case where the data
acquisition went wrong. The 4D-BOLD artificial signals were simulated according the observation model in Eq. (2) where hγ was
set to its canonical shape, P was a polynomial basis of order 4 and
X m,s encodes a fast event-related paradigm comprising two conditions (ISI=3.5 s.). For any session s, drift coefficients were drawn
2
as ℓsj ∼ N (0, 3.2). Noise realisations follow bsj ∼ N (0, σ.,s
)
2
2
2
2
with σ.,1 = σ.,2 = .6 (low SNR) and σ.,3 = σ.,4 = 16 (very
low SNR). For any session, neural response levels were drawn according to: (am,s
|qjm = 2) ∼ N (2.5, 0.3) (activating class) and
j
m,s m
(aj |qj = 1) ∼ N (0, 0.3) (inactivating class). Finally, as shown
on the top-right map of Fig. 2 for m = 1, activation states (labels
Q) were set by hand-drawn maps. The single-session JDE model
(SS-JDE) was applied to each session independently and the multisession version (MS-JDE), to all sessions jointly. For the sake of
simplicity, results are shown only for the condition m = 1 (the same
conclusions hold for m = 2).
Fig. 2 shows results for the neural response levels and labels.
The first two columns correspond to the “normal” low SNR situation: the estimated NRL maps are comparable to the true maps
for all JDE versions. The next two columns show the highly noisedegraded sessions: the SS-JDE NRL maps are much less sensitive
than the ones obtained by MS-JDE, which is able to recover results
closer to the ground truth. For a fairer comparison, the mean of the
SS-JDE NRL maps were computed and compared to the NRL average maps estimated by MS-JDE (see the fifth column of Fig. 2, second and third lines). We observe that the estimated mean response
levels of MS-JDE is much closer to the average true values than the
NRLs obtained by the SS-JDE. We can thus conclude that the MSJDE model enables to regularize response levels across sessions and
adapts to the actual amount of noise within sessions. The same conclusions can be formulated based upon results shown on the average
of in the rightmost column of Fig. 2: the label maps estimated by SSJDE are compared to the label map governing all sessions obtained
by MS-JDE.
The HRF estimation is less impacted by the noise-degraded sessions for the SS-JDE model, as depicted Fig. 3. More precisely, on
Fig. 3(a), HRFs estimated for the more degraded simulated sessionsdata (in red and cyan) are deformed compared to the true shape. The
peak and undershoot timings are shifted of ∼ 1.5 s and we observe
a larger peak width. In contrast, HRFs estimated for the normal
sessions-data (in green and blue) are closer to the true one (black

Normalized amplitude

sampling scheme and posterior mean (PM)
are computed
Pestimates
L1
(k)
x
/L, ∀ x ∈
from the samples according to: x
bPM =
k=L
0

A, Ā, Hγ , L, Θ where L = L1 − L0 + 1 and L0 stands for
the length of the burn-in period (see [1] for details). Note that this
estimation process has to be repeated over each parcel of the brain.
The session-dependent NRLs follow a posterior gaussian distribution. For the posterior distributions of other variables and the
hyperparameters, the reader can refer to [1].

(a)

(b)

time (s.)

time (s.)

Fig. 3. HRF estimation results on artificial data. (a): HRF estimates
for each session obtained with the SS-JDE model (SS). (b): Mean of
HRF estimates over sessions obtained by SS-JDE (red) and HRF estimate obtained by MS-JDE (blue). For both plots, the ground truth
in black dashed line fixed to the same shape for all sessions/runs.

dashed curve). However, the average of HRFs estimated by SS-JDE
on Fig. 3(b) (in red) remains comparable to the true simulated HRF.
Besides, the HRF estimated by the MS-JDE model is close to the
true shape around the peak, but departs more from it around the undershoot. This can be explained by the fact that the HRF tail is more
difficult to estimate in this part, since the signal strength is low.
4.2. Experimental results
Real fMRI data were recorded during an experiment designed to
map auditive and visual brain functions, which consisted of a six
sessions of N = 125 scans lasting T R = 2.4s, each yielding a
3-D volume composed of 64 × 64 × 32 voxels. The paradigm was
fast event-related comprising sixty auditive and visual stimuli.A region of interest in the right temporal lobe was defined manually and
parcellated into 10 functional parcels. The MS-JDE and SS-JDE
methods were compared using the same process as for the analysis
of articial data, but only results on global means are shown.
As depicted in Fig. 4, the MS-JDE model provides more sensitive NRLs maps than the SS-JDE version. Indeed, the NRL means
estimated by MS-JDE jointly over all sessions (Fig. 4(b)) are more
contrasted and have a higher peak value than the estimates obtained
independently by SS-JDE and averaged over sessions (Fig. 4(a)). In
fact, averaging the session-specific SS-JDE results lowers the overall response levels due to the inter-session variability. In contrast,
estimating the overall response mean while spatially regularizing as
done by MS-JDE enables to enhance the response level recovery.
Besides, the inter-session variability is illustrated in the HRF estimates obtained by SS-JDE in Fig. 5(a). As observed for the artificial
data results, the HRF overaged over sessions for SS-JDE and the
MS-JDE HRF estimate are quite close.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extended the previous JDE model [1] to jointly
process different sessions recorded for a given subject. Results from
artificial and real data showed that the new hierarchical model is well
adapted to robustly recover activated areas from multi-sessions data
with a slight improvement in the HRF estimation, which is particularly useful when some sessions are of poor quality and associated
with a very low SNR. To justify the practical value of the proposed
method, further validation on real fMRI dataset are currently performed. Thus, we plan to benefit from the advantages of the JDE
framework in cognitive studies focusing on cerebral specialization in

s=1

NRL
s=3

s=2

s=4

s̄

Labels
s̄

ground truth

SS-JDE

MS-JDE

Fig. 2. Top row: True session-varying NRLs and labels (s = 1 to s = 4) used for simulating artificial datasets. Middle row: Sessiondependent NRL and label estimates infered by the SS-JDE approach. Bottom row: Session-dependent NRL and label estimates infered
by the MS-JDE extension. The fifth column (NRL, s̄) provides the mean NRL values for the ground truth (top), the SS-JDE inference
scheme (middle) and the estimates of NRL means obtained by the MS-JDE extension (bottom). The sixth column (Labels, s̄) provides the
label values for the ground truth (top), the mean of label estimates for the SS-JDE inference scheme (middle) and the label map obtained by
the MS-JDE extension (bottom).

(a)

infants linguistic processing. Indeed, multi-session data are usually
required in this context, mostly because of the difficulty of acquiring
long datasets in the young age. For such studies, the MS-JDE model
enables an extensive analysis of the hemodynamic variability along
the Superior Temporal Sulcus.

(b)
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Normalized amplitude

Fig. 4. NRL estimation results on real data (zoomed on a right temporal region). (a): Mean of NRL estimates over sessions obtained
with the SS-JDE model. (b): Estimates of NRL means obtained with
MS-JDE jointly on all sessions.
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Fig. 5. HRF estimation results on real data. (a): HRF estimates for
each session obtained with the SS-JDE model. (b): Mean of HRF
estimates over sessions obtained by SS-JDE (red) and HRF estimate
obtained by MS-JDE (blue). The canonical HRF is depicted as a
black dashed line.
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